Student CPA Exam Worksheet

The purpose of this worksheet is to help you determine WHY you want to become a CPA. This is the first step in becoming mentally prepared to tackle the CPA exam.

**NOTE:** Print this worksheet out and post it near where you will be studying as a constant reminder for you when you are struggling to study.

3 Reason I Want To Become A CPA

1)  
2)  
3)  

What Goals I Can’t Accomplish Without A CPA License

1)  
2)  
3)
Disclaimer:

I don't mean to insult your intelligence, because you're smart and you KNOW this, but...

CPA Exam Guide offers no representations, warranties or guarantees verbally, in writing or otherwise regarding specific earnings or results related to your career or the CPA exam. Results for each person may significantly vary. None of the case studies, testimonials or reviews have been scripted and are true and accurate to the best of the knowledge of cpaexamguide.com

Bottom line: I believe those who do nothing achieve nothing.